
In early 1902, the Companymerged with five other wagon-making
concerns. Alderman Smith led the opposition, saying that a large
concern centered on Birminghamwould have little interest in Lancaster
and when hard times came round again, and there was not enough work
to go ro\md, all the orders would go· to Birmingham.

Sadly, he was proved right, and the works was gradually rtm down
with DlO3t of the contracts going to the Birminghamand Manchester
sections. At last, in 1908, it closed, some skilled men being sent
to Manchester and Birm1Dgham.

Socially it was unfortunate for Lancaster, and contemporary
wri ters blamed the closure of the WagonWorks for the unemployment
and general depression in Lancaster 1908 to 191.4. Since it had
employed mainly adult males, manyfamiliesin Lancaster had been dependent
on the WagonWorks.

After the closure of the Works, the premises remained empty until
the First World War when they were used as an internment camp. In December
1922, the firm of Morton Sundour bought the premises and the WagonWorke
was again providing work for the people of Lancaster.

A PORTABLEROMANSUNDIALbY Robert Fox

In my talk on 'Early scientific instruments' (19 March 1973) I
reten-ed briefly to a type of portable sundial which is one of the rarest
and arguably the most sophisticated of the few scientific instruments that
have survived from the Romanperiod. The example now in the Museumof the
History of Science, Oxford, which probably dates from c.250 A.D. and is
thought to have been found near Bratislava, is the only one knownin Britain.

The main part of the instrt.UEnt is a brOnze disc, 60.5 mm.in diameter
on one side of which are engraved the names of thirty places, with their

latitudes in Romannumerals ranging from BRIT[ANNIAElin the north (LV)to EGYPTin the south (m). The other side {see Ffgm-e 1) is marked \tith
horizontal and vertical diameters, the vertical being determined by the
position of a small ring fro. which the instrument is suepended \then in use.
On the same side of the diec, round the edge in the upper right-hand
quadrant, is a scale of latitudes from 30" to 60', marked off in 10':
intervals; and set into the disc, in a shallow depression, is mother,
smaller bronze disc which rotates round a central axis.
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FIG ~. Reproduced trom C. Singer
et!l. (eds.), A History of TechnologY
~Oxford 1957), Vol.3. p.598; by
Co~e8Y of the Clarendon Press,
Oxford.
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Before use, the smaller disc is rotated until the radial line marked
on it points to the correct position on the latitude scale. Also an
adjustment for the season is madeby rotating the centrally pivoted
gnomon(ltlith its attached shadowscale) until a pointer at its base is

correct11 positioned on a scale of' dates ranging from VIII KIAN(25December)to VIII KIUL(24 Jtme), respectively the ",inter and sUl!lJDer
solstices in the Julian calendar. Then the dial is suspendedand
movedabout i tsvertical axis mtil the shadO\lof the gnomonfalls
on the hour scale; the edge of the shadowindicates the time.

It is important to note that the shadowof' the gnomononly falls
along the hour scale whenthe gnoll101l(protruding at right angles to
the dial) and the scale are !nthe plane of' the apparent diurnal rotation
of' the sun. Oncethe adjustments for season and latitude (both of
which aff'ect the eun' 19 al ti tude) have been madecorrectly, this align
ment is only possible whenthe plane of' the disc is parallel to the
meridi8.ll. Hencethe dial has additional value as a direction-finding
device.

Althoughthe dial described by Vitruvius in the first century B.e.

~ 1?!n sl1D!! (ADial for all I.e.titudee) (Vitruvius, De architectura,BookIX, ch.B) _y well have been of' this type, the Bomansappear to
have madelittle use of portable direction dials (i.e. ones that indicate
time by the changing direction of' the sun's shadow). In fact, the Oxford
dial is the only surviving examplethat is of' undoubtedRomanorigin,
though there are records of apparently similar dials (nowlost) being
fO'lmdnear Romein the early •..eighteenth century (this is the instrument
show in Figure 2) and at Cret-Chate1ard (!(lire) about 18.37, and Byzantine
versions have been found at Apbrodisias in Turkey and Memphis.

FIG 2.

Rather morecommonare the portable altitude dial~, ",hich indicate
time by the changing length of the sun' s shadow;six examplesof such
dials, all of Romanorigin and dating from the first and second centur:ler:
A.D., are recorded (though only five are extant).
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The advantage of the altitude dial was of course, that it did not
require orientation with the meridian, a fact which madeit equally
attractive to the Egyptians and to Bede, whodrew up a chart giving the
length of a 6ft vertical gnomonat 9 a.m., noon, and 3 p.m. throughout
the year at a latitude or 550• However,in the ingenious way I have
described, the Romansdid overcomethe great obstacle which impededthe
developmentof the portable direction dial until reliable compassneedles
becamecommonin the sixteenth century, and, in doing so, they devised
an instrument which, in accuracy and ease of calibration, was the equal
of any knownportable al ti tude dial and scarcely inferior to the SkApbe,
the very commOnfixed dial. In view of this, it is somewhatsurprising
that dials like this one are so rare. Certainly in an age like the
Renaissance, whentime measurementaroused such interest and wheningenuity
was in itself a virtue, such an instrument wouldbave been greatly valued.

MUSEUMNOTES by A.J. White
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Whilst attention was fixed on the Mitre Yard and Old Vicarage Allotment
sites an important find was madeon the Vicarage Field at a point close to
Professor Jones t western rampart section or 1971. This consisted of a coin
of Gratianus (367-383 A.D.) and a Romanlead seal, not necessarily in direct
association. The seal was given to the Museumby MrRoss of Heysham. It 1e
in the form of a rough oval (17mmx l5mm)on one face and bears the letters
IPD; the other face being extruded to a rectangular bar with the letters
ALSimpressed upon it. A line running partially across the surface at right
angles to the bar maybe the remains of a wire over which the seal had been
placed or mayperhaps represent a joint in the material being sealed.

Objects similar to this were found at Brough-under-St&inmoreand were
discussed in CW~I P 104-125by Protessor lan Richaand. He suggested
that they were used to seal important supplies or produce, handled by the
military network, with Broughas a route centre. The fact that the I.e.ncaster
exampleis stampedon both sides makesit seemlikely that both sides were
visible and that the object to be sealed was fiat and fairly thin, perhaps
an official despatch on wax-surfaced woodentablets.

The lettering presents certain difficulties; AIS almost certainly stands
for Ala Sebosiana, the only definitely established Romangarrison of Lancaster,
but IPDis not easily understood. Onanalogy with other seals the Dmay
stand for Decurio (troop commanderin the C8"t'8.lry)in which case IP are his
initials. Alternatively the whole _y be an official abbreviation of which
we have no lmowledge.

~Lancaster Archaeological Society
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